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Description

[0001] The present invention relates generally to gas
turbine engines, and, more specifically, to augmented
turbofan engines.
[0002] The typical turbofan gas turbine aircraft engine
includes in serial flow communication a fan, compressor,
combustor, high pressure turbine (HPT), and low pres-
sure turbine (LPT). Inlet air is pressurized through the
fan and compressor and mixed with fuel in the combustor
for generating hot combustion gases.
[0003] The HPT extracts energy from the combustion
gases to power the compressor through a corresponding
drive shaft extending therebetween. The LPT extracts
additional energy from the combustion gases to power
the fan through another drive shaft extending therebe-
tween.
[0004] In the turbofan engine, a majority of the pres-
surized fan air bypasses the core engine through a sur-
rounding annular bypass duct and rejoins the core ex-
haust flow at the aft end of the engine for collectively
providing the propulsion thrust for powering an aircraft in
flight.
[0005] Additional propulsion thrust may be provided in
the engine by incorporating an augmentor or afterburner
at the aft end of the engine. The typical afterburner in-
cludes a flameholder and cooperating fuel spraybars
which introduce additional fuel in the exhaust discharged
from the turbofan engine. The additional fuel is burned
within an afterburner liner for increasing the propulsion
thrust of the engine for limited duration when desired.
[0006] A variable area exhaust nozzle (VEN) is mount-
ed at the aft end of the afterburner and includes movable
exhaust flaps. The flaps define a converging-diverging
(CD) nozzle which optimizes performance of the engine
during non-augmented, dry operation of the engine at
normal thrust level, and during augmented, wet operation
of the engine when additional fuel is burned in the after-
burner for temporarily increasing the propulsion thrust
from the engine.
[0007] Flameholders have various designs and are
suitably configured to hold or maintain fixed the flame
front in the afterburner. The exhaust flow from the turbo-
fan engine itself has relatively high velocity, and the
flameholder provides a bluff body to create a relatively
low velocity region in which the afterburner flame may
be initiated and maintained during operation.
[0008] One flameholder that has been successfully
used for many years in military aircraft around the world
includes an annular flameholder having a row of flame-
holder or swirl vanes mounted between radially outer and
inner shells. Each of the vanes has opposite pressure
and suction sidewalls extending axially between opposite
leading and trailing edges.
[0009] The aft end of each vane includes a generally
flat aft panel facing in the aft downstream direction which
collectively provide around the circumference of the
flameholder a protected, bluff body area effective for

holding the downstream flame during augmentor opera-
tion. In one embodiment, the aft panel includes a series
of radial cooling slots fed with a portion of un-carbureted
exhaust flow received inside each of the vanes for pro-
viding cooling thereof during operation.
[0010] Since the flameholders are disposed at the aft
end of the turbofan engine and are bathed in the hot
exhaust flow therefrom they have a limited useful life due
to that hostile thermal environment. Furthermore, when
the afterburner is operated to produce additional com-
bustion gases aft therefrom further heat is generated
thereby, and also affects the useful life of the afterburner,
including in particular the flameholder itself.
[0011] An additional problem has been uncovered dur-
ing use of this exemplary engine due to the introduction
of fuel into the flameholder assembly. This exemplary
afterburner includes a row of main fuel spraybars and a
fewer number of pilot fuel spraybars dispersed circum-
ferentially therebetween. For example, each vane may
be associated with two main spraybars straddling the
leading edge thereof, and every other vane may include
a pilot spraybar before the leading edge thereof.
[0012] The pilot spraybars are used to introduce limited
fuel during the initial ignition of the afterburner followed
by more fuel injected from the main spraybars. The pilot
fuel is injected against the leading edges of the corre-
sponding pilot vanes and spreads laterally along the op-
posite sidewalls of the vanes prior to ignition thereof.
[0013] Experience in operating engines has shown
that the relatively cold pilot fuel creates thermal distress
in the pilot vanes during operation, and limits the useful
life thereof. All the flameholder vanes, including the pilot
vanes, operate at relatively high temperature especially
during afterburner operation, and the introduction of the
pilot fuel introduces corresponding temperature gradi-
ents in the pilot vanes which increase thermal stress
therein.
[0014] Accordingly, the cyclical operation of the after-
burner leads to greater thermal distress in the pilot vanes
than the other, non-pilot vanes and can eventually induce
thermal cracking in the leading edge region of the pilot
vanes. These cracks then permit ingestion of pilot fuel
inside the pilot vane and undesirable combustion therein
which then leads to further thermal distress, spallation,
and life-limited damage to the aft panels of the pilot
vanes.
[0015] It is therefore desired to provide an improved
afterburner flameholder for increasing the useful life
thereof.
[0016] US 3,765,178 relate to an afterburner flame-
holder having features generally corresponding to the
preamble of claim 1 herein. US 3,700,527 relates to a
piloted flameholder construction.
[0017] According to the present invention, an after-
burner for a turbofan engine is provided in accordance
with the appended claims. The shield includes wings ob-
liquely joined together at a nose, with each of the wings
including an offset mounting tab at a proximal end there-
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of. The wings and tabs are configured to complement a
flameholder vane around its leading edge, with the tabs
contacting the vane sidewalls to offset the wings outward-
ly therefrom and form a thermally insulating gap there-
between.
[0018] The invention, in accordance with preferred and
exemplary embodiments, together with further objects
and advantages thereof, is more particularly described
in the following detailed description taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is an axial sectional schematic view of ex-
emplary turbofan aircraft gas turbine engine having
an afterburner.

Figure 2 is an enlarged axial sectional view of a por-
tion of the annular flameholder assembly in the af-
terburner illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 3 is a forward-facing-aft isometric view of a
portion of the flameholder illustrated in Figure 2 and
taken along line 3-3.

Figure 4 is a aft-facing-forward view of a portion of
the flameholder illustrated in Figure 2 and taken
along line 4-4.

Figure 5 is an enlarged, isometric view of an exem-
plary pilot flameholder vane illustrated in Figures 2
and 3, and including a fuel shield thereon.

Figure 6 is a radial sectional view through the fuel
shield and pilot vane illustrated in Figure 5 and taken
along line 6-6.

Figure 7 is a circumferential sectional view through
the fuel shield and pilot vane illustrated in Figure 5
and taken along line 7-7.

[0019] Illustrated schematically in Figure 1 is an aircraft
turbofan gas turbine engine 10 configured for powering
an aircraft in flight. The engine includes in serial flow com-
munication a row of variable inlet guide vanes (IGVs) 12,
multistage fan 14, multistage axial compressor 16, com-
bustor 18, single stage high pressure turbine (HPT) 20,
single stage low pressure turbine (LPT) 22, and a rear
frame 24 all coaxially disposed along the longitudinal or
axial centerline axis 26.
[0020] During operation, air 28 enters the engine
through the IGVs 12 and is pressurized in turn through
the fan 14 and compressor 16. Fuel is injected into the
pressurized air in the combustor 18 and ignited for gen-
erating hot combustion gases 30.
[0021] Energy is extracted from the gases in the HPT
20 for powering the compressor 16 through a drive shaft
extending therebetween. Additional energy is extracted
from the gases in the LPT 22 for powering the fan 14
through another drive shaft extending therebetween.

[0022] An annular bypass duct 32 surrounds the core
engine and bypasses a portion of the pressurized fan air
from entering the compressor. The bypass air joins the
combustion gases downstream of the LPT which are col-
lectively discharged from the engine for producing pro-
pulsion thrust during operation.
[0023] The turbofan engine illustrated in Figure 1 also
includes an augmentor or afterburner 34 at the aft end
thereof. The afterburner includes an annular flameholder
assembly 36 at the upstream end thereof, and an annular
afterburner liner 38 extends downstream therefrom. Ad-
ditional fuel is suitably injected into the flameholder dur-
ing operation for mixing with the exhaust flow from the
turbofan engine and producing additional combustion
gases contained within the flameholder liner 38.
[0024] A variable area exhaust nozzle (VEN) 40 is dis-
posed at the aft end of the afterburner and includes a
row of movable exhaust flaps which are positionable to
form a converging-diverging (CD) exhaust nozzle for op-
timizing performance of the engine during both dry, non-
augmented operation and wet, augmented operation of
the engine.
[0025] The basic engine illustrated in Figure 1 is con-
ventional in configuration and operation, and as indicated
above has experienced many years of successful use
throughout the world. The annular flameholder 36 thereof
is also conventional in this engine and is modified as
described hereinbelow for improved durability thereof.
[0026] The upstream portion of the afterburner 34 is
illustrated in more detail in Figure 2, with Figures 3 and
4 illustrating forward and aft views of the exemplary an-
nular flameholder assembly 36 thereof.
[0027] The flameholder assembly includes a row of
flameholder or swirl vanes or partitions 42 fixedly joined,
by brazing for example, to radially outer and inner shells
44,46. Each of the vanes 42 is hollow, as best illustrated
in Figure 3, and includes a first or pressure sidewall 48
and a circumferentially opposite second or suction side-
wall 50 extending axially between opposite leading and
trailing edges 52,54.
[0028] The two sidewalls 48,50 as best illustrated in
Figures 3 and 5 are generally flat and symmetrical where
they join together at the leading edge 52 at an included
angle of about 90 degrees. The first sidewall 48 is gen-
erally concave aft therefrom and is imperforate between
the leading and trailing edges.
[0029] The second sidewall 50 is generally convex and
is imperforate from the leading edge aft to about the max-
imum width of the vane. The second sidewall includes a
generally flat aft panel that forms circumferentially with
the adjoining vanes a substantially flat annular bluff body
having flameholder capability as illustrated in part in Fig-
ure 4.
[0030] The aft panels include a pattern of radial dis-
charge slots 56 which are fed by an upstream scoop 58
shown in Figure 2 which receives a portion of the un-
carbureted exhaust flow from the turbofan engine. Ex-
haust flow is channeled through the scoop 58 and an
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inlet aperture in the inner shell 46 to feed the inside of
each of the vanes with the exhaust flow. This internal
exhaust flow cools the vanes during operation, and is
discharged through the exit slots 56 in the aft panels for
providing thermal insulation against the hot combustion
gases generated downstream in the afterburner during
operation.
[0031] The row of vanes 42 thusly defines an outer
flameholder, and a cooperating annular inner flamehold-
er 60 is mounted concentrically therein by a plurality of
supporting links or bars shown in Figures 3 and 4. And,
a radial crossover gutter extends between the aft end of
the inner shell 46 and the inner flameholder 60 as illus-
trated in Figures 2 and 4 to maintain ignition flow com-
munication therebetween.
[0032] As shown in Figure 3, a plurality of main fuel
injectors or spraybars 62 are distributed circumferentially
in a row before the row of flameholder vanes 42. For
example, two main spraybars 62 are provided for each
of the vanes 42 and straddle each vane on circumferen-
tially opposite sides of the leading edge 52.
[0033] A smaller plurality of pilot fuel injectors or spray-
bars 64 are positioned before the corresponding leading
edges 52 in a one-to-one correspondence with corre-
sponding ones of the flameholder vanes, also referred
to as pilot vanes 42. For example, a pilot spraybar 64
may be located before the leading edge of every other
vane 42 and therefore have a total number which is half
that of the total number of vanes 42.
[0034] As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the outer and inner
shells 44,46 extend both upstream from the leading edg-
es of the vanes 42 and downstream from the trailing edg-
es thereof and diverge radially in the downstream aft di-
rection therebetween. The leading edges of the two
shells form an annular inlet through which a portion of
the engine exhaust 30 is received during operation.
[0035] The two shells are jointed together along their
leading edges by a row of radially extending tubes. And,
the shells have a series of U-shaped slots along the lead-
ing edges thereof which receive respective ones of the
main and pilot spraybars when assembled.
[0036] As shown in Figures 3 and 5, the vanes 42 are
spaced apart circumferentially and define therebetween
flow passages in which the injected fuel mixes with the
exhaust flow for providing the fuel and air mixture that is
ignited in the afterburner during operation. The inter-vane
flow passages initially converge in the axial downstream
direction and then may diverge from the maximum width
of the vanes to their trailing edges in accordance with
conventional practice.
[0037] The resulting configuration of the vane passag-
es is therefore a relatively complex 3-D cooperation of
the vanes and shells.
[0038] During operation, fuel is suitably channeled
through the pilot spraybars 64 and injected in front of the
pilot vanes where it mixes with exhaust flow from the
turbofan engine and is suitably ignited by an electrical
igniter 66 illustrated in Figure 2 for initiating the afterburn-

er combustion flame. Additional fuel is injected through
the main spraybars 62 at different radial locations within
the flameholder assembly and adds to the combustion
flame which is held by the outer flameholder defined by
the vanes 42 and the inner flameholder 60 having the
form of an annular V-gutter facing in the downstream
direction.
[0039] The afterburner 34 and the basic flameholder
assembly 36 described above are conventional in con-
figuration and operation and are found in the exemplary
turbofan engine described above which has experienced
many years of successful commercial use throughout the
world.
[0040] However, the pilot spraybars 64 described
above inject relatively cold fuel against the leading edge
52 of the pilot vanes 42 during operation which leads to
substantial gradients in temperature of the pilot vanes.
This temperature gradient then leads to thermal distress
over many cycles of operation of the engine. The pilot
vanes are thusly limited in life by thermally induced cracks
in the leading edge regions thereof through which pilot
fuel may enter, ignite, and heat the vanes from inside
leading to premature failure of the aft panels.
[0041] Accordingly, the conventional flameholder de-
scribed above is modified as described hereinbelow for
protecting the pilot vanes 42 against the cold quenching
affect of the injected pilot fuel for substantially increasing
the useful life of the flameholder assembly well beyond
that of the conventional flameholder.
[0042] The problem of fuel quenching of the leading
edge regions of the pilot vanes 42 is solved by introducing
a plurality of identical fuel shields 68 suitably attached to
corresponding ones of the pilot vanes 42 behind the cor-
responding pilot spraybars 64. Each fuel shield is con-
figured to aerodynamically match or complement the
leading edge region of each pilot vane and suitably cov-
ers this region to prevent direct impingement of the in-
jected fuel thereagainst.
[0043] The fuel shields 68 are shown in several views
in Figures 2, 3 and 5 and are introduced solely at the pilot
vanes 42 corresponding with the pilot spraybars, and not
on the remainder of flameholder vanes which are not
subject to fuel quenching along their leading edges.
[0044] Figures 5 shows an enlarged isometric view of
one of the fuel shields 68 bridging the leading edge of
the pilot vane 42, and Figures 6 and 7 illustrate corre-
sponding radial and circumferential sectional views
thereof. These three figures illustrate the aerodynamic
configuration of the fuel shields 68 conforming with the
3-D configuration of the leading edge region of the pilot
vanes 42 between the outer and inner and shells 44,46.
[0045] The shields are mounted to the vane 42 itself
to provide a thermally insulating space or gap 70 around
the vane leading edge for protecting the leading edge
from quenching by the cool pilot fuel when injected. In
this way, the leading edge region of each vane behind
the fuel shield is then permitted to operate at a higher
temperature than previously obtained under fuel quench-
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ing, which correspondingly reduces the thermal gradi-
ents in this region of the pilot vane, and in turn substan-
tially reduces thermal distress. Accordingly, the useful
life of the flameholder assembly is increased dramatical-
ly, as confirmed by testing thereof with the additional fuel
shields.
[0046] The fuel shield illustrated in Figure 5 includes a
pair of first and second imperforate thin plates or wings
72,74 which are integrally joined together obliquely at a
common apex or nose 76 that defines the unsupported
or cantilevered forward distal ends thereof. Each of the
wings 72,74 also includes an offset mounting tab 78 at
the opposite aft proximal end thereof which fixedly mount
each fuel shield to the pilot vane.
[0047] The two tabs 78 may be initially tack welded to
the vane and then brazed thereto over the full surface
area thereof. The fuel shield therefore covers the leading
edge region of each pilot vane, with the first wing 72 ex-
tending aft over the first sidewall 48 of the vane and fixedly
joined thereto at the corresponding tab 78, and the sec-
ond wing 74 similarly covering the second sidewall 50 of
the vane and attached thereto at its corresponding tab 78.
[0048] The flameholder vanes 42 themselves are
made of suitable heat resistant metal for use in the hostile
environment of the afterburner, and correspondingly the
fuel shields 68 may be made of similar or different heat
resistant metal. For example, the fuel shields may be
formed from a nickel based superalloy such as Inconel
(TM) 625 which is commercially available for use in gas
turbine engines.
[0049] As shown in Figures 6 and 7, each of the wings
72,74 is preferably flat, and each tab 78 is offset in depth
or thickness therefrom. In this way, the wings and tabs
may be configured to complement the corresponding por-
tions of the flameholder vanes 42 around the leading
edge 52 thereof to maintain the aerodynamic profile of
the corresponding pilot vanes to minimize performance
loss due to the introduction of the fuel shield.
[0050] The tabs 78 define arcuate extensions of the
wings extending across the full width thereof and contact
the corresponding sidewalls 48,50 for being rigidly
mounted thereto by tack welding and brazing. The offset
tabs in turn offset the wings outwardly from the corre-
sponding portions of the two sidewalls 48,50 around the
leading edge 52 of the pilot vanes to form the insulating
gap 70 therebetween.
[0051] The fuel shields 68 thusly protect the leading
edge region of each pilot vane from direct contact with
the injected pilot fuel over the corresponding area thereof
and permit the leading edge region of the vane to operate
at a higher temperature and thereby reduce thermal gra-
dients with the remainder of the pilot vane.
[0052] Since the pilot vane 42 initially diverges in the
downstream direction on both sides of the leading edge
52, the corresponding fuel shields 68 similarly diverge to
complement the 3-D configuration of the vane. As shown
in Figure 7, the two wings of the fuel shield are oblique
with each other with an included angle therebetween of

about 90 degrees, and conform generally with the corre-
sponding configuration of the vane around its leading
edge 52.
[0053] Although the fuel shield 68 is fixedly attached
to the pilot vane by the two end tabs 78, the oblique con-
figuration of the two wings permit substantially unre-
strained thermal expansion and contraction of the fuel
shield with elastic bending around the nose 76 to ensure
a suitable useful life of the fuel shield itself which is now
subject to thermal quenching by the injected pilot fuel.
[0054] The two wings of each fuel shield preferably in-
clude corresponding radially outer and radially inner gut-
ters 80,82 extending laterally outwardly therefrom and
between the common nose 76 and the two opposite tabs
78 as initially shown in Figure 5. The outer gutters 80 are
joined to the radially outer edges of both wings 72,74 at
corresponding arcuate or concave fillets. Similarly, the
inner gutters 82 are joined to the radially inner edges of
the two wings 72,74 by corresponding arcuate or con-
cave fillets.
[0055] And, the gutters and their concave fillets face
outwardly away from the sidewalls of the pilot vane, and
away from the corresponding supporting tabs 78 which
are offset inwardly from the two wings 72,74 oppositely
from the outer and inner gutters.
[0056] The gutters conform generally with the config-
uration of the pilot vane where it joins the outer and inner
shells for maintaining aerodynamic performance of the
vanes while improving the performance of the fuel shield
itself. And, the outer and inner gutters are preferably dif-
ferent from each other to provide different performance
during operation.
[0057] More specifically, the flameholder vanes 42 il-
lustrated in Figure 5 are preferably sheet metal fabrica-
tions suitably joined, by brazing for example, to the cor-
responding outer and inner shells 44,46. In particular,
each vane 42 includes a radially outer, concave fillet 84
defined by an outward lateral flange to blend and join the
sidewalls to the outer shell 44 by brazing. Correspond-
ingly, each vane 42 also includes a radially inner, convex
bullnose 86 defined by a corresponding inward flange
which blends and joins the inner ends of the sidewalls to
the inner shell 46 by brazing.
[0058] Correspondingly, the outer gutters 80 of the two
wings conform with the outer fillet 84 as illustrated in Fig-
ure 6, with the concave fillet of the outer gutter facing
outwardly and corresponding with the outwardly facing
concave fillet 84 at the junction between the vanes and
outer shell. In contrast, the inner gutters 82 are again
concave outwardly from the sidewalls of the vanes, but
diverge from the corresponding inner bullnoses 86 which
are convex outwardly.
[0059] The outer gutters 80 as illustrated in Figures 5
and 6 preferably contact the outer fillets 84 along the full
length of the gutters to protect the vane sidewalls and
outer fillet from quenching by the injected pilot fuel.
[0060] The inner gutters 82 as shown in Figure 6 pref-
erably terminate short of the inner shell 46 to provide a
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small radial space therebetween along the entire length
of the inner gutters to provide additional advantage. First-
ly, the so truncated inner gutter 82 only partly covers the
bullnoses 86 and permits visual inspection of the brazed
joint between the inner bullnose 86 and the inner shell
46 during the manufacturing process. Furthermore, the
so truncated inner gutter 82 also provides a suspended
edge along which the injected pilot fuel undergoes sling-
ing or shearing when mixing with the high velocity incom-
ing exhaust flow leading to enhanced vaporization there-
of.
[0061] In the preferred embodiment illustrated in Fig-
ure 6, the inner gutters 82 diverge in the radially inner
direction away from the corresponding wings 72,74 at a
greater divergence angle than that of the outer gutters
80. For example, the outer gutters diverge at about 60
degrees, whereas the inner gutters diverge at about 85
degrees from the flat plane of the wings.
[0062] The shallow divergence of the outer gutters per-
mits smooth blending between the wings and the outer
fillet and shell for smooth aerodynamic performance.
And, the large divergence of the inner gutters 82 enhanc-
es fuel slinging during operation while also permitting full
coverage of conventional thermal barrier coating (TBC)
88.
[0063] Thermal barrier coatings are conventional in
modern gas turbine engines. The TBC 88 is a thermally
insulating ceramic material sprayed on metal compo-
nents during the manufacturing process. The entire ex-
ternal surfaces of the flameholder vanes and fuel shields
shown in Figure 5 for example, are suitably covered with
the TBC 88 to enhance their useful life.
[0064] A large divergence angle of the inner gutters 82
illustrated in Figure 6 should not exceed about 90 de-
grees to avoid shadowing of the applied TBC which would
prevent full coverage of the TBC along the inner gutter
itself.
[0065] As shown in Figures 5 and 7, the outer and inner
gutters 80,82 preferably taper and increase in size from
the central nose 76 to the opposite end tabs 78. The
gutters are relatively short near their junction with the
central nose 76 and increase in height or extension from
the corresponding wings in the downstream directions
along the opposite sidewalls of the vane where the gut-
ters terminate at the corresponding end tabs. In this way,
the gutters contain the spreading injected pilot fuel as it
plumes in its downstream travel from the leading edge
of the vane.
[0066] Furthermore, the outer gutter 80 illustrated in
Figure 5 preferably varies in fillet radius between the nose
76 and the two end tabs 78, with the fillet radius increasing
therebetween to conform with the increasing size of the
outer gutter for collectively conforming with the 3-D con-
figuration of the pilot vane 42 where it blends with the
outer shell 44.
[0067] Correspondingly, the inner gutters 82 prefera-
bly have a substantially constant fillet radius between the
nose 76 and two end tabs 78 to provide a uniform slinging

effect for the pilot fuel.
[0068] The individual fuel shield 68 including it constit-
uent wings 72,74, gutters 80,82, nose 76, and tabs 78 is
preferably formed from a unitary sheet of metal suitably
bent to the complex 3-D shape required to conform with
the 3-D configuration of the leading edge region of the
pilot vane 42 illustrated in Figure 5 between the diverging
outer and inner shells 44,46. The two wings 72,74 remain
substantially flat with the outer and inner gutters 80,82
being bent outwardly therefrom along corresponding
concave fillets. And, the two end tabs 78 are simply offset
from the corresponding wings by introducing a sharp dog-
leg bend therebetween.
[0069] Since the fuel shields may be initially formed
from sheet metal, suitable notches are provided between
the outer and inner gutters on opposite sides of the cen-
tral nose 76 to permit unrestrained bending of the two
wings around the nose to the desired oblique included
angle therebetween.
[0070] In alternate embodiments, the fuel shield 68
could be cast to shape, including even more complex 3-
D shapes as required for the particular application, but
casting is more expensive than sheet metal fabrication.
[0071] In the preferred embodiment illustrated in Fig-
ure 7, the two wings 72,74 increase in spacing from the
corresponding sidewalls 48,50 between the end tabs 78
and the central nose 76, with the nose 76 being aligned
with the vane leading edge 52. In this way, the thermally
insulating effect of the gap 70 is greatest at the leading
edge 52 of the vane and decreases in the downstream
direction along both sidewalls 48,50 over a suitable ex-
tent corresponding with the injection of the pilot fuel and
its mixing and vaporization with the incoming exhaust
flow from the core engine.
[0072] The fuel shield itself has a limited size and ex-
tent and protects the leading edge region of the pilot vane
from the incoming pilot fuel. The fuel shield is subject to
the incoming hot exhaust flow from the core engine and
is itself quenched by the injected pilot fuel during after-
burner operation.
[0073] However, the limited size of the fuel shield itself
correspondingly reduces thermal gradients in the fuel
shield as opposed to those in the substantially larger pilot
vane. The end mounted fuel shield is relatively flexible
and freely expands and contracts during changes in tem-
perature thereof for minimizing the thermal stresses
therein during operation.
[0074] Accordingly, the fuel shield protects the leading
edge region of the pilot vanes for substantially increasing
the durability of those pilot vanes, with the fuel shields
themselves having corresponding durability for substan-
tially increasing the useful life of the entire flameholder
during operation.
[0075] The fuel shields are relatively simple, thin, light-
weight sheet metal pieces simply affixed around the lead-
ing edges of the pilot vanes to conform in configuration
therewith and maintain aerodynamic efficiency and per-
formance of the flameholder during operation.
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[0076] Accordingly, the simple fuel shield 68 may be
readily retrofit into existing augmented turbofan engines
at a regular maintenance outage to substantially increase
the useful life of the flameholder for subsequent operation
over the flight envelope.

Parts List

[0077]

10 turbofan engine

12 inlet guide vanes (IGVs)

14 fan

16 compressor

18 combustor

20 high pressure turbine (HPT)

22 low pressure turbine (LPT)

24 rear frame

26 centerline axis

28 air

30 combustion gases

32 bypass duct

34 afterburner

36 flameholder assembly

38 liner

40 variable area exhaust nozzle (VEN)

42 flameholder vanes

44 outer shell

46 inner shell

48 pressure sidewall

50 suction sidewall

52 leading edge

54 trailing edge

56 discharge slots

58 scoop

60 inner flameholder

62 main spraybars

64 pilot spraybars

66 igniter

68 fuel shields

70 gap

72 first wing

74 second wing

76 nose

78 mounting tab

80 outer gutter

82 inner gutter

84 concave fillet

86 convex bullnose

88 thermal barrier coating (TBC)

Claims

1. An afterburner (34) for a turbofan engine (10) com-
prising:

a row of flameholder vanes (42) joined to radially
outer and inner shells (44,46);
each of said vanes (42) including first and sec-
ond sidewalls (48,50) extending between lead-
ing and trailing edges (52,54);
a plurality of main fuel spraybars (62) distributed
circumferentially before said vanes (42);
a smaller plurality of pilot fuel spraybars (64) po-
sitioned before leading edges (52) in a one-to-
one correspondence with corresponding ones
of the flameholder vanes referred to as pilot
vanes (42);
characterised in that the afterburner further
comprises:

a plurality of fuel shields (68) disposed be-
tween corresponding pilot vanes (42) and
said pilot spraybars (64), and covering said
leading edges (52) of said pilot vanes with
a thermally insulating gap (70) therebe-
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tween;
wherein each of said fuel shields (68) com-
prises:

first and second wings (72,74) obliquely
joined together at a nose (76);
each of said wings (72,74) having an
offset tab (78) at a proximal end thereof
fixedly joined to said sidewalls (48,50);
and
said wings (72,74) and tabs (78) being
complementary to said pilot vanes (42)
around said leading edges (52) thereof,
with said tabs (78) offset from said
wings (72,74) to effect said gap (70) be-
tween said wings and sidewalls.

2. An afterburner according to claim 1, wherein said
wings (72,74) include:

outer gutters (80) joined thereto at arcuate fillets;
and
inner gutters (82) joined thereto at arcuate fillets.

3. An afterburner according to claim 2, wherein:

said pilot vanes (42) further include an outer fillet
(84) blending with said outer shell (44), and an
inner bullnose (86) blending with said inner shell
(46); and
said outer gutters (80) conform with said outer
fillets (84), and said inner gutters (82) diverge
from said bullnoses (86).

4. An afterburner according to claim 2 or claim 3, where-
in said inner gutters (82) diverge from said wings
(72,74) at a greater angle than said outer gutters
(80).

5. An afterburner according to any one of claims 2 to
4, wherein said inner and outer gutters (80,82) in-
crease in size from said nose (76) to said opposite
tabs (78).

6. An afterburner according to any one of claims 2 to
5, wherein said outer gutter (80) varies in fillet radius
between said nose (76) and tabs (78), and said inner
gutter (82) has a substantially constant fillet radius
between said nose (76) and said tabs (78).

7. An afterburner according to any preceding claim,
wherein each of said fuel shields (68) comprises a
unitary sheet of metal.

8. An afterburner according to any one of claims 2 to 7
wherein:

said outer gutters (80) contact said outer fillets

(84); and
said inner gutters (82) are spaced from said in-
ner shell (46) to partly cover said bullnoses (86).

9. An afterburner according to any preceding claim,
wherein said wings (72,74) increase in spacing from
said pilot vane sidewalls (48,50) between said tabs
(78) and nose (76), with said nose (76) being aligned
with said leading edge (52).

Patentansprüche

1. Nachbrenner (34) für einen Turbolüftermotor (10),
umfassend:

eine Reihe von Flammenhalterschaufeln (42),
die an radial äußere und innere Schalen (44, 46)
angefügt sind;
wobei jede der Schaufeln (42) erste und zweite
Seitenwände (48, 50) enthalten, die zwischen
Vorder- und Hinterkanten (52, 54) verlaufen;
eine Vielzahl von Hauptbrennstoffsprühstangen
(62), die umfänglich vor den Schaufeln (42) ver-
teilt sind;
eine kleinere Vielzahl von Pilotbrennstoffsprüh-
stangen (64), die vor Vorderkanten (52) in einer
Eins-zu-eins-Entsprechung mit entsprechen-
den der Flammenhalterschaufeln angeordnet
sind, welche als Pilotschaufeln (42) bezeichnet
sind;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Nach-
brenner weiter folgendes umfasst:

eine Vielzahl von Brennstoffschilden (68),
die zwischen entsprechenden Pilotschau-
feln (42) und den Pilotsprühstangen (64)
angeordnet sind und die Vorderkanten (52)
der Pilotschaufeln mit einem thermisch iso-
lierenden Spalt (70) dazwischen abdecken;
wobei jeder der Brennstoffschilde (68) fol-
gendes umfasst:

erste und zweite Flügel (72, 74), die an
einer Nase (76) schräg aneinanderge-
fügt sind;
wobei jeder der Flügel (72, 74) eine
Versatzzunge (78) an einem proxima-
len Ende davon aufweist, die starr an
die Seitenwände (48, 50) angefügt ist;
und
wobei die Flügel (72, 74) und Zungen
(78) komplementär zu den Pilotschau-
feln (42) um Vorderkanten (52) davon
sind, wobei die Zungen (78) zu den Flü-
geln (72, 74) versetzt sind, um den
Spalt (70) zwischen den Flügeln und
Seitenwänden zu verwirklichen.
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2. Nachbrenner nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Flügel (72,
74) folgendes enthalten:

äußere Rinnen (80), die an bogenförmigen Keh-
len daran angefügt sind; und
innere Rinnen (82), die an bogenförmigen Keh-
len daran angefügt sind.

3. Nachbrenner nach Anspruch 2, wobei:

die Pilotschaufeln (42) ferner eine äußere Kehle
(84), die in die äußere Schale (44) übergeht, und
eine innere Rundkante (86) enthalten, die in die
innere Schale (46) übergeht; und
die äußeren Rinnen (80) konform mit den äuße-
ren Kehlen (84) sind und die inneren Rinnen (82)
von den Rundkanten (86) divergieren.

4. Nachbrenner nach einem der Ansprüche 2 oder 3,
wobei die inneren Rinnen (82) in einem größeren
Winkel als die äußeren Rinnen (80) von den Flügeln
(72, 74) divergieren.

5. Nachbrenner nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 4, wo-
bei die inneren und äußeren Rinnen (80, 82) von der
Nase (76) zu den gegenüberliegenden Zungen (78)
in der Größe zunehmen.

6. Nachbrenner nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 5, wo-
bei die äußere Rinne (80) im Kehlenradius zwischen
der Nase (76) und den Zungen (78) variiert und die
innere Rinne (82) im Wesentlichen konstanten Keh-
lenradius zwischen der Nase (76) und den Zungen
(78) aufweist.

7. Nachbrenner nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei jeder der Brennstoffschilde (68) ein ein-
heitliches Metallblech umfasst.

8. Nachbrenner nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 7, wo-
bei:

die äußeren Rinnen (80) die äußeren Kehlen
(84) berühren; und
die inneren Rinnen (82) von der inneren Schale
(46) beabstandet sind, um die Randkanten (86)
teilweise abzudecken.

9. Nachbrenner nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die Flügel (72, 74) in der Beabstandung
von den Pilotschaufelseitenwänden (48, 50) zwi-
schen den Zungen (78) und der Nase (76) zuneh-
men, wobei die Nase (76) an der Vorderkante (52)
ausgerichtet ist.

Revendications

1. Post-brûleur (34) pour un moteur de turboventilateur
(10) comprenant :

une rangée d’aubes directrices stabilisatrices de
flamme (42) jointes à des coques radialement
externe et interne (44, 46) ;
chacune desdites aubes directrices (42) com-
prenant des première et seconde parois latéra-
les (48, 50) s’étendant entre les bords d’attaque
et de fuite (52, 54) ;
une pluralité de barres de pulvérisation de car-
burant principales (62) distribuées circonféren-
tiellement devant lesdites aubes directrices
(42) ;
une plus faible pluralité de barres de pulvérisa-
tion de carburant pilotes (64) positionnées de-
vant les bords d’attaque (52) en correspondan-
ce biunivoque avec certaines correspondantes
des aubes directrices stabilisatrices de flamme
dénommées aubes directrices pilotes (42) ;
caractérisé en ce que le post-brûleur com-
prend en outre :

une pluralité d’écrans de carburant (68) dis-
posés entre des aubes directrices pilotes
correspondantes (42) et lesdites barres de
pulvérisation pilotes (64) et recouvrant les-
dits bords d’attaque (52) desdites aubes di-
rectrices pilotes avec un intervalle thermo-
isolant (70) entre eux ;
dans lequel chacun desdits écrans de car-
burant (68) comprend :

une première et une seconde aile (72,
74) jointes ensemble en oblique au ni-
veau d’un nez (76) ;
chacune desdites ailes (72, 74) ayant
une languette de décalage (78) à son
extrémité proximale jointe de manière
fixe auxdites parois latérales (48, 50) ;
et
lesdites ailes (72, 74) et lesdites lan-
guettes (78) étant complémentaires
desdites vannes directrices pilotes (42)
autour de leurs dits bords d’attaque
(52), lesdites languettes (78) étant dé-
calées desdites ailes (72, 74) pour as-
surer ledit intervalle (70) entre lesdites
ailes et lesdites parois latérales.

2. Post-brûleur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
lesdites ailes (72, 74) comprennent :

des gouttières externes (80) qui leur sont jointes
par des congés arqués ; et
des gouttières internes (82) qui leur sont jointes
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par des congés arqués.

3. Post-brûleur selon la revendication 2, dans lequel :

lesdites aubes directrices pilotes (42) compren-
nent en outre un congé externe (84) fusionnant
avec ladite coque externe (44) et une arête ar-
rondie interne (86) fusionnant avec ladite coque
interne (46) ; et
et lesdites gouttières externes (80) se confor-
ment auxdits congés externes (84) et lesdites
gouttières internes (82) divergent desdites arê-
tes arrondies (86).

4. Post-brûleur selon la revendication 2 ou la revendi-
cation 3, dans lequel lesdites gouttières internes (82)
divergent desdites ailes (72, 74) selon un angle su-
périeur à celui desdites gouttières externes (80).

5. Post-brûleur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 2 à 4, dans lequel lesdites gouttières internes
et externes (80, 82) augmentent de taille dudit nez
(76) auxdites languettes opposées (78).

6. Post-brûleur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 2 à 5, dans lequel ladite gouttière externe (80)
varie au plan du rayon du congé entre ledit nez (76)
et les languettes (78) et ladite gouttière interne (82)
a un rayon de congé sensiblement constant entre
ledit nez (76) et lesdites languettes (78).

7. Post-brûleur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel chacun desdits
écrans de carburant (68) comprend une tôle unitaire
de métal.

8. Post-brûleur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 2 à 7, dans lequel :

lesdites gouttières externes (80) viennent en
contact avec lesdits congés externes (84) ; et
lesdites gouttières internes (82) sont espacées
de ladite coque interne (46) pour partiellement
recouvrir lesdites arêtes arrondies (86).

9. Post-brûleur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel lesdites ailes (72, 74)
augmentent au plan de l’espacement vis-à-vis des-
dites parois latérales d’aubes directrices pilotes (48,
50) entre lesdites languettes (78) et ledit nez (76),
ledit nez (76) étant aligné avec ledit bord d’attaque
(52).
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